DIY FATHER’S DAY GIFT BOX

supplies you’ll need:

gift box template
bow tie / necktie template
a printer
cardstock for the box and tie(s)*
scissors
a ruler
a pen or pencil
 glue dots
 double-sided tape
 1/4 inch circle hole punch (for bow tie box)
a scoring tool (optional)
a cutting mat (optional)

Print the box template onto lightweight cardstock, cut out along the solid lines, and assemble according to the directions found in the template file. Place your gift in the box, and use double-sided tape or glue dots to securely close the flap. Print bow tie/necktie templates, cut out, and trace onto your choice of patterned or solid colored paper. Cut out the tie(s) and attach to the box flap using double stick tape or glue dots. If making the bow tie box, punch out three 1/4 inch “buttons” using a hole punch, and attach to the front of the box using glue dots (small Zots are the perfect size).

Alternative directions: Assemble the box and attach the tie to the top flap first, and add your gift last.

These boxes will hold a variety of small Father’s Day gifts, including watches, fishing lure, small food treats, gift cards, and tech gadgets like iPod Nanos or USB thumb drives.

*B The patterned paper I used for the ties is Flannel from Cosmo Cricket’s Mr. Campy collection.

Templates are for personal, non-commercial use only. Do not alter or re-distribute in any way.

Files are © 2010, Kristen Magee / Papercrave.com.
1. Print template onto cardstock and cut out along the solid lines.

2. Score along the dotted lines.

3. Secure Flap to Box Back with glue dots or a glue stick.

4. Fold the A tab inward and place a piece of double-sided tape in the center.

5. Fold the B tabs inward and secure to the A tab.

6. Place two pieces of double-sided tape on the inside of the C tab and secure to the other tabs.
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